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Advance the mission of Defense & Intelligence
Promote stability and security for residents, nations, and multinational alliances

Modernize the workplace,

facilities, and installations

Deliver trusted and secure 

services to the edge

Help protect the 

information domain with 

Zero Trust Architecture

Optimize operations 

and enhance data 

driven decisions



Surface is built for hybrid work

Security
Security from chip-to-cloud—

a zero-trust security model 

that starts with Surface devices2

Deployment & Management 
Zero-touch deployment and 

unified management reduce costs and 

complexity for a distributed workforce1 

Productivity
Flexible, premium devices for mission 

processes, demanding analysis, and easy 

collaboration



Surface portfolio

2-in-1s
Versatile Tablet + Laptop 

devices that provide mobile 

productivity for workers on 

the go. 

Best for: Field operations, 

supply chain, and logistics, 

servicemembers

Laptops
All the power of a static 

desktop in a sleek, modern 

form factors built for hybrid 

and remote workers. 

Best for: Government officials 

and support staff; Analysis, 

engineering, and development

Large screens 
A family of devices that 

revolutionized a new category 

of computing focused on 

flexibility, collaboration, and 

mobility. 

Best for: Mission Command, 

hybrid meetings

Go 3

The smallest, lightest 

Surface with touch and ink 

capacitive PixelSenseTM  

display and optional LTE 

advanced connectivity 

Pro 8

The iconic Surface 2-in-1 

that is ultra-light and 

versatile with LTE 

Advanced Connectivity

Pro 9

Get tablet flexibility and 

laptop performance, with 

your choice of Intel® Evo™1 

or Microsoft SQ® 3 with 5G2

Laptop Go 2

Exceptional value for 

the style, performance, 

and battery life 

expected from Surface

Laptop 5

Sleek, lightweight, 

touchscreen laptop with 

the style, speed, and 

performance to do it all

Laptop Studio

Our most powerful 

Surface laptop delivers 

speed, graphics and 

versatility to run business-

critical applications

Studio 2+

Professional-grade 

performance on a 

versatile all-in-one 

device with strikingly 

large touchscreen 

Hub 2S

Enable teamwork anywhere 

with this Microsoft Teams-

certified meetings 

platform and modern 

collaborative canvas

Images not to scale 



Third-party accessories designed for Surface
Developed and tested to ensure proper fit, function, and quality standards

Protect

Locks and security

Cases and device protection

Screen covers

Carry

Sleeves

Bags

Connect

Adapters and cables

Charge

Storage and charging carts

Mobile power

Display and mount

Personal/desk space

Docking stations

Stands and enclosures

Examples:

Kensington BlackBelt™ 2nd Degree 

Rugged Case for Surface Pro

MIL-STD-810G military-grade drop 

protection with integrated hand strap

Kensington Privacy Screen for 

Surface Pro

Limit the field of vision to +/- 30 

degrees so a person off to the 

side only sees a dark screen

Targus Safeport Rugged Case 

for Surface Go

Case passes military grade 4’ 

drop testing (MIL-STD 810G)

Kensington Combination Lock for 

Surface Pro and Surface Go

Non-Invasive Locking Technology; 

Resettable 4-wheel number code; 

Strong Lock Head; Carbon Steel Cable



Designed for work. Optimized for defense & intelligence.

MCA chooses Surface Hub 

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency 

(MCA) provides a 24-hour maritime search 

and rescue service around the UK coast 

and implements the government's 

maritime safety policy. It has a team 

of 1,050 staff and 3,500 volunteers 

responsible for almost 8,000 miles 

of coast. 

At their National headquarters in 

Southampton, teams coordinate 

operations with coastguard stations 

around the country using the latest 

technology, including Surface Hub.

How Surface delivers

The Operations Centre in Southampton 

coordinates twice daily with a dozen 

Coastguard stations to review ongoing 

incidents and rostering. Teams use Skype for 

Business on Surface Hub to interact with 

colleagues and coordinate missions. 

Additionally, Surface Hub has significantly 

reduced staff training and travel costs, 

allowing more funds to be deployed to 

frontline operations. “Using the Surface Hub is faster, it’s slicker; we can draw our 

search plans on there, rotate the map, put it in 3D. It allows 

us to keep a good focus on the incident. It's more accurate 

at a time that there's not much room for error.”

— Aimee Rampton

     Maritime Operations Controller, Maritime and Coastguard Agency

https://customers.microsoft.com/story/maritime-and-coastguard-agency-saves-lives-with-surface-hub
https://customers.microsoft.com/story/maritime-and-coastguard-agency-saves-lives-with-surface-hub
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